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Company profile
About Us
Solidsteel is a small Italian company that produces branded “Solidsteel” furniture and equipments

We manufacture Racks and Stands for Hi-Fi equipments using only the finest materials, offering

for audio and video components. Well as in Italy, we are also present in almost all the Continents
and we dedicate our activities to a wide range of music lovers and video entertainment
passionates.

top quality products, with high technical features, 100% Made in Italy.

The Company name “Solidsteel MC Group” is the exact essence of our work: in it is contained the
historicity of the trademark, existing since 1990, and the grounds of our “MC Group” project,
inspired to our founder Moreno Conti unfortunately passed away in 2013.

With the aim to follow our glorious path in the audio business, Solidsteel is open and pioneer in
using the best new technologies and practices in management, production and communication of
its business, thanks to an experienced and passionate team.

MARCO FULLONE

Solidsteel Brand Ambassador

Music Designer, DJ and a passionate audiophile,
Marco Fullone is our Brand Ambassador.
From several years he is working for Radio Monte
Carlo, one of the most prestigious Italian radios.
With a profound music knowledge and a strong
passion for everything spins around this amazing
world, Marco is one of a kind in the industry. An early
fan and Solidsteel lover since the very beginning, he is
elevating our Brand around the world, proudly
representing our Made in Italy excellence.
We are proud of being supported by such a great
personality.

Music Enhancement
PROJECT

Passion for music is one of the main Solidsteel’s
values. It’s the foundation of our work and what drive
us everyday.
We believe in music and in its role of spreading beauty
and messages.
We ”serve it” as we used to say, and we are firmly
convinced of its power.
As a Hi-Fi furniture Company we are specially linked
to this world and we want to strengthen this bond.
Following the need of powering up structurally our
Marketing & Communication

activities, one of our

project consists in the involvement of music artists
who are genuinely passionate about the Hi-Fi world.
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What we ask to artists
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Our Deal
Solidsteel products for the artist
We will be pleased of offering Solidsteel furniture to upgrade artist’s Hi-Fi
Systems. We are experienced to give the best solution based on current and
future Hi-Fi components, music space, style and image.

Sharing to our partners, dealers and customers
Thanks to our wide network of International Partners, AV Distributors and
Dealers we can convey artist’s music in different countries exploiting a
specific target of High level music lovers.

Sharing on our Official channels
We will share contents about the artist, to promote its music on our social
media, website and communication activities.

Goals
INCREASING BRAND AWARENESS
Communication activities aim to increase knowledge of our Brand around the
world. We want to strengthen it in our classic audiophile lover community and
increase it in other segments.

ARTIST’S MUSIC DIFFUSION
Spreading of artist’s music to potential new audience. We produce high quality
products and we want to share the finest music to the finest music lovers.

CONTACTS ACQUISITION
Music tends to connect people. We firmly believe that best things happen
when sharing positive intentions and activities.

BOND FOR FUTURE COLLABORATIONS
This is just the beginning of a potential long relationship. We really believe in
our project and there are a lot of initiatives to share with artists in the future,
thanks to music power.

CONTACT
Antonio Basile
Marketing Assistant
marketing@solidsteel.it
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